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Strategy for identification and conservation
of dry stone walls and structures in Australia
– a cautionary note
T

By Allan Willingham, Vice-president DSWAA

T

he well-attended DSWAA Inc. round-table discussion at the Little River Mechanics’ Institute on 3 December 2016
encapsulated a number of divergent views regarding future strategies for the identification and protection of dry
stone walls and dry stone structures, nationwide. A number of important issues facing both the Committee and the
broad membership of the DSWAA Inc. were raised in this discussion. It was gratifying to hear cogent views from a bevy
of property owners and owners of dry stone walls, from professional wallers, environmental planners and historians,
as well as from DSWAA members with a bent for the identification, conservation, protection and personal enjoyment
of dry stone walls during this most valuable discussion. It was also gratifying to hear again of the work of some
well-qualified members of the DSWAA (Holdsworth, Marshall, Moloney, Jones, et al.) in the identification of dry stone
walls in the municipalities of Melton and Wyndham, and otherwise assisting the program to implement planning
controls over dry stone walls in these local government areas. Highly laudable work from individual members,
however, it is my view that the DSWAA as a group should be seen as firstly working on identifying stone walls
throughout Australia and secondly, on undertaking a leading role in the education of landholders and stone wall
owners, the general public, interest groups, and of course government agencies on the cultural significance of stone
walls in our various communities throughout Australia.
The need for statutory protection of dry stone walls and structures, wherever situated, was debated at length at Little
River, as was, to me, the seemingly more pressing need to identify, document and otherwise assess the level of
cultural significance which should properly be ascribed to particular dry stone walls and structures. Having had a long
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Cautionary note cont.)
involvement in the identification, documentation and
statutory protection of historic buildings and heritage
places throughout Victoria, I hold that ‘Caution is the
Watchword’ when it comes to resolving similar statutory
issues with dry stone walls and dry stone structures in
rural Australia.
Our primary aim should be to identify and then encourage landholders and the public to recognise and protect
the cultural significance of the many thousands of kilometres of dry stone walls as found throughout Australia.
I don’t believe that the end result of all of this educative
work should necessarily be to impose rigid statutory controls (heritage overlays) on dry stone walls in rural areas,
where extensive stone fencing systems are in place. In my
view, statutory controls should only be imposed if the
wall system is threatened, or the walls as identified and
documented are exceptional examples of the dry stone
walling craft.
Stone walls must be seen in context to be considered of
cultural significance to the Nation, the State, the Region,
or the Municipality. The intrusion of intense urban development over previously rural properties to the west of
the established boundaries of Melbourne (Melton and
Wyndham) means that the patterns of dry stone walls in
the region will be radically altered, even disappear altogether. Token retention or the reconstruction of dry
stone walls on another site in these rapidly developing
urban areas should be avoided, as such a process, when
repeated, can be seen by others to be an acceptable
substitute for the retention and conservation of notable
stone walls in situ.
We have earned a great deal of respect from landholders
and the general public to date; we are an independent,
well-equipped interest group with much good standing in
the community, and consequently we must not be seen
as partisans in local stone wall retention issues. Rather I
see the role of DSWAA as being primarily involved in the
promotion of our core values, which I note have been
published on our website as follows:
Firstly, that National, State and Local governments, as
well as the wider community, recognise the significance
of dry stone structures built by indigenous peoples, European explorers, early settlers and modern craftspeople as
valued artefacts of our national identity. Second, that
following recognition by governments, landholders and
the wider community of the cultural significance of dry
stone walls throughout the landscape, statutory protection is considered as an appropriate means of protecting
and preserving the heritage of dry stone walls in Australia.
In summary, I am in broad agreement with the first of
these two fundamental objectives, however, in regard to

the second core value, my view as expressed during our
round-table discussion, was for the DSWAA to be very
careful, indeed cautious, when recommending statutory
protection over dry stone walls located on private property in rural areas. If we do not handle this issue judiciously and with diplomacy, we will inevitably alienate
the owners of these walls, our actions could otherwise be
seen as counter-productive as regards the long-term
preservation of the subject walls, and in the process
attract much unwanted flak. In any case, we should only
recommend statutory protection when all of the identification and assessment processes, as outlined in the Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of
Cultural Significance (The Burra Charter, 2013) are satisfied.
We should do everything in our power to record, document and assess the cultural significance of notable stone
walls and structures brought to our notice. To this end,
and by example, I am currently researching the cultural
history of two impressive dry stone wall structures revealed in turn during our field trips to Northern Tasmania
in March 2016 [The Flag Stone, #36], and the
Redesdale/Kyneton area in early September 2016 [The
Flag Stone, #37]. The surviving dry stone wall sheep wash
and sheep dips on the Springfield property near Westwood, Tasmania, built by John Hope Millar between
1868-1873, has the capacity to tell us much about early
pastoral endeavours in Van Diemen’s Land in the early
years of European settlement as well as later closer subdivision and agricultural pursuits in Northern Tasmania.
Preliminary research points to the fact that the so-called
dry stone wall sheep fold in Gibbards Lane, Redesdale,
was built much before 1864-1867, the date currently
assigned to this structure in a local government heritage
study. Watch this space as both stories continue to
unfold.
Allan’s opinion piece is a welcome contribution to an
important issue. Here in South Australia there is concern that ever expanding wind farms will inflict damage on ‘unprotected’ dry stone walls, particularly in the
eastern Mt Lofty Ranges and the mid-North of the
State. At the same time we are conscious of the rush to
clear native vegetation in some states when there was
talk of legislation to restrict it. Many landholders would
love to protect natural and built assets but are torn by
the need to run an efficient business.
The DSWAA committee welcomes contributions from
members on how best to preserve significant dry stone
walls and structures that are part of our built heritage.
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President’s Message

G

reetings!

The way we tell stories is ever-changing.
As the summer rolls
on we realise that
the ways we are told
stories or receive information are different to the ways we
gained knowledge as
recently even as last
year! Sadly, the imperative for factuallycorrect information
has faded as the clamour for headlines becomes more important than the
message itself. (It will be no surprise that these thoughts
have come to mind after reading news items on-line
which report the latest shenanigans that pervade, and
more frequently dominate, politics in the US.)
The trend towards generating a story that will grab readership seems more important than the veracity of the
story itself. The popularity of an online item is measured
more by the number of 'Likes' it receives on social media
than on the impact it has on the reader or its effect in
generating debate and broadening knowledge.
The internet, like so many modern creations, is a doubleedged sword. It is an invaluable medium for disseminating information swiftly and allowing engagement and
discourse. Used for good, this is a marvelous thing, but
this capacity to influence is also the internet's most dangerous attribute.
This Association has embraced the new technologies for
communication with members and the general public.
Aware of these changing circumstances, your Committee
has realised that the role of The Flag Stone is evolving
from the traditional role of a newsletter; that of despatching news to members, to one of a progressively
growing record of the activities of the Association and of
the wider world of dry stone walls. It is the timely archive
of the life and culture of the Association.
This can be contrasted with the parallel and more ephemeral role of our website and the lines of communication
that occur via email. The website and its various pages
play an increasingly valuable part in broadening awareness of the Association and in our liaison with the wider
community. Hits on the website continue to grow in
number and source; more and more people from within
Australia and beyond are opening the website and responding in various ways. One way is the person who, on

viewing the website, contacts us with advice of a dry
stone wall in their area that they have become aware of.
This simple enquiry sparks research, greater knowledge
of new walls and information about the historic circumstance of that wall.
One recent example was a phone call, followed up by
photos, of a wall in surprisingly good condition tucked
away in rugged country in the Grampians in western
Victoria. While we have yet to dig deeper, early indications are that it may have been built by Chinese immigrants on their way from Robe in South Australia to the
Victorian goldfields. While gold-seekers disembarked at
Robe to avoid landing fees at Victorian ports, and walked
that long distance overland, we are left to ponder whether this remote wall was, indeed, built by Chinese, but also
when it was built and for whom.
These are questions that, through the pervasiveness of
social media, we might get an answer, but it is in The Flag
Stone that the story will be recorded.
Regards
Jim

T

he Association’s vision is that dry stone
walls and dry stone structures are widely accepted for their unique place in the history, culture and economy of the nation and for
the legacy they represent.
Our goals are:
● That governments and the wider community recognise the significance of dry-stone
structures built by indigenous peoples, European explorers, early settlers and modern
craftspeople as valued artefacts of our national identity.
● That this acceptance is manifested by appropriate statutory protection and landowner and community respect and celebration.

● That the craft of dry-stone walling grows as a
modern reinforcement of the contribution that
dry stone walls and structures have made to
the culture of Australia.
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Dry stone walls - no match for a plague
By Andrew Miller

The Plague Wall (Mur De La Peste) walking track is regularly marked by posts with the The Plague symbol

P

lague Wall in France

Dry stone walls are recognised as very functional structures in the landscape. They were built to define boundaries between different land ownerships and to internally
divide the land holdings for grazing, cropping and other
agricultural purposes. In addition, walls were built to
keep stock out of the homestead gardens. And of course
there is the magnificent rabbit wall: its function to protect the Manifold property from the rabbit plague and
more generally to impede their progress across the south
west of Victoria.

munication between Marseille and the rest of Provence.
To enforce this separation, a wall, the Mur de la Peste,
was erected across the countryside. The wall was built of
dry stone, 2 metres high and 0.7 metres thick, with guard
posts incorporated into the wall. Some excellent sections
of the wall remain in different parts of the Plateau de
Vaucluse, with adjacent walking tracks passing through
vineyards and lovely wooded areas.
The Mur de la Peste was a large but ultimately futile
attempt to protect part of Provence from The Plague.
About 150 years later the rabbit wall at Purrumbete
proved every bit as futile.

Another lesser known application of dry stone walling
was to impede the progress of the plague in France in the
early 1700s.
In October 2016, after chatting to local people Karin and
I managed to track down an interesting section of the
‘Mur de la Peste’ (Plague Wall) between Avignon and Apt..
The Plague (La Peste) was devastating for Europe, killing
over 25 million people, and caused a high number of
deaths in villages in Provence in the 1600s and 1700s. In
Marseille, 50,000 of the 90,000 population at the time,
died.
Attempts to stop the spread of the plague included an Act
of Parliament that levied the death penalty for any com-

The Mur De La Peste has the original guard shelters, at
intervals along the wall
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Dry stone walls - no match for a rabbit plague
By Bruce Munday

A

nother plague wall - Purrumbete#

Rabbit-proof fencing on private land was never so grand as on the Stony Rises, part of the basalt plains near Camperdown in western Victoria. Settlers had built dry-stone fences following the departure of shepherds for the goldfields
and then the Land Act of 1862 encouraging closer settlement and property development. Aside from containing the
livestock, this also cleared the fertile land. By the 1870s they were more motivated than ever to build walls, now to
keep out the rabbits from neighbouring properties while exterminating them at home.
These walls were built as tight as possible to prevent penetration; dug sometimes a couple of feet into the ground to
prevent burrowing; and topped with wire netting, wooden slats or overhanging coping stones to prevent rabbits
climbing over. Some walls even had stiles on the inner side to allow rabbits to escape the paddock, but a sheer face
on the outside.
The Rabbit Wall built by the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete in the 1880s is a truly wonderful piece of hand-built civil
engineering. Standing up to two metres high it ran continuously for 15 miles from Lake Corangamite to Lake Purrumbete. In a letter to the shire council, Peter Manifold wrote: ‘We are now almost in despair for the rabbits are coming
down the main road, notwithstanding that it is enclosed on either side with Rabbit Proof walls for a long distance. …
we hope and beg that you will allow us to protect ourselves from this inroad of Rabbits by placing a Rabbit proof gate
upon the Colac Road, and we will place a gate Keeper there, whose duty it will be to open the gate to all travellers.’
The Manifolds’ wall was by no means the only stone wall built to control rabbits, it was simply the greatest. And yet
not great enough.
#

Excerpt from Bruce Munday’s book: Those Wild Rabbits – How they shaped Australia to be published in April.

The Rabbit Wall, with timber slats under the copes to prevent rabbits scaling the wall. In other
sections netting was used and in yet other walls giant copes overhung the wall
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The dry stone cairns of Witchelina
By Phil Cole (member)

T

here are many stone cairns on hills and ranges
throughout the north of South Australia, some associated with the trigonometrical surveys of the 1850s and
1860s. Many are in remarkably sound condition more
than 150 years later.
The early surveyors constructed stone cairns as permanent survey marks and for the purposes of observation
for trigonometrical surveys. They chose high points on
the highest peaks or ranges for the cairns. For trigometrical surveys observation points needed to be set out an
interlaced geometrical pattern of triangles of 15 to 50
kilometre sides, commencing from an accurately measured base of about 6 to 12 km in length, or greater
depending on the location and topography. A survey
could be expanded in a series of triangles for some 300 to
500 km, where another base was set for further extension of the survey.
Observation points were usually marked by a large, suitably inscribed stone over which a tall pole was erected and
a cairn constructed to support the pole and assist in
sighting from the distance. Under good conditions they
could be seen in the late afternoon 80 km or more away
through theodolites and where visibility was poor fires
could be lit and angles read to these fires at night. Their
positions could be recorded with great accuracy.
Where a survey line or base needed to be marked on the
ground, posts would be erected to assist sighting along
the alignment (e.g. where the line crossed ridges or valleys) and at accurately measured (chained) points along
the line, and marked with lockspits (a trench or raised line
of stones in the alignment, about 10 links (2 m) each side
of the post).
. From the 1870s until 2010 Witchelina was a pastoral
property. Today, it is a conservation reserve owned and
managed by Nature Foundation SA.
In 1858 Government Surveyor Samuel Parry mapped the
land from Hawker northwards, between Lake Torrens
and the Flinders Ranges. His initial effort included laying
out a survey baseline just north of Hookina Creek,
marked at each end by stone cairns, and concluding at
Termination Hill on Witchelina Nature Reserve some 180
kilometres to the north.
There are a number of stone cairns along Parry’s baseline
at Mt Michael and Mt Deception, and others, and it
would be interesting to know if Parry constructed these
during the course of his survey. In 1859 George Goyder
angrily wrote in a report to the Surveyor-General that a
cairn built by Parry on Mt Arden had been taken down by
a later surveyor and not rebuilt (was this to access the
survey mark?).

Cairn on Termination Hill; built by Parry 1858, dismantled and
rebuilt by Goyder 1860

Parry reconnoitered northwards in July and August 1858
to determine how to continue the survey, setting out
from Angepena and reaching Lake Eyre and exploring the
country with particular regard for its pastoral potential.
In his diary he says: “I shall have a trigonometrical station
erected on it that may be seen from the plains beyond. It
will be my new starting point……This morning I sent two
of the men to Mount Delusion to erect on it a pile.”
In October 1859 Goyder (then SA Government Deputy
Surveyor-General) continued the triangulation commenced by Parry of the north of South Australia, in order
for the land to be subdivided and subsequently offered
for sale for pastoral purposes.
Goyder reached Termination Hill in February 1860, surveying en route some of the southern areas as instructed.
His team included men whose work was to build cairns
and assist in survey duties, and others who were to dig
wells to provide an assured water supply for travellers
and stock in this very arid region.
Goyder built a cairn on Termination Hill marking the
southern point of a 20 mile survey baseline he intended
to set out as the start of his trigonometrical survey –
possibly after dismantling the one previously built by
Samuel Parry. It may have been necessary to do this in
order to place a substantial sighting post, or to accurately
sight to or from the survey point without the obstruction
of the cairn and it does seem to have been normal practice for the cairns to be dismantled for some purpose
during surveys, but they needed to be reconstructed.
From there under extreme summer conditions he set out
a survey baseline 20 miles northwards to a hill he named
20 Mile Hill, where a cairn was constructed. From here
he continued the triangulation northwards and eastwards, constructing cairns on major hills including South
Hill and Mount Nor’West. His initial survey over 9000
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Dry stone cairns (cont.)
square miles was complete by October 1860 while ongoing survey work continued in the region for some years.
The survey baseline marked out between Termination
Hill and 20 Mile Hill was marked at each mile by a post
and lockspit, and additional posts and lockspits were
placed along the line as it crossed ridges and valleys to
assist keeping the alignment (Gilliland and Conolly 1987).
Many of the stone lockspits have survived, and even
some of the posts, cut from local timber, can still be found.

own and yet have sufficient “give” to enable moving it
until perfectly plumb. Plumbing was done by standing
well back and eyeing the edge of the pole for verticality
against a plumbob string, the plumbob being held at
arm’s length. If two persons “eyed” the pole simultaneously from two positions about 90º to 120º apart, adjusting any lean was easy.

There are a number of other cairns on high points in the
region. The cairns on South Hill and Mount Nor’West
were likely built by Goyder and used in his trigometrical
survey and the 1953 Geodetic Survey. However, there
are a number of other structures whose purpose is not
known. One example is a second cairn on the Termination Range, some 3 km to the north of the Termination
Hill cairn but not sited on Goyder’s survey baseline. A
cairn on a low ridge to the north-west is on a line between the cairns on Termination and South Hill, so presumably serves some purpose in surveying the land. A
cairn to the north of Mt Nor’West is sited on a low ridge,
but there is no immediate indication of its purpose if any.
Some idea on the techniques used for building the cairns
can be found in publications of the Division of National
Mapping (Ford 1967). In the 1950s and 60s the Division
of National Mapping undertook a geodetic survey of
Australia. In the course of this survey, they built many
new cairns but also utilized exiting structures including
the one on Termination Hill, which was rebuilt to incorporate a new marker pole.
Reg Ford writes ‘Cairn building was a new experience for
the field party. Firstly a huge amount of rock had to be
collected mainly by levering it out of the ground close to
the building site, using a crowbar. The station mark was
then emplaced (normally a half inch diameter copper
tube set in concrete). A circle about eight feet in diameter
was carefully marked around the station mark and large
flat rocks were firmly emplaced as a base, their outside
edges touching the circle. A second layer of rocks was
built on top of the base rocks, overlapping the vertical
joins in the base rocks as a bricklayer builds a wall. This
outer wall was built about four layers high, then the pole
with vanes already attached was placed directly over the
copper tube (a protruding nail in the bottom centre of the
pole ensured this). The pole was then held upright by two
persons while the rest of the team threw in small and
medium rocks as quickly as possible to firm up the pole.
Once the rock fill reached the top of the base wall, the
pole was normally firm enough to stand upright on its

Cairn built on a square base, south of Hookina Creek

‘The wall was now continued upward gradually tapering
in, and the “fill” rocks kept level with it, the pole being
continually checked for verticality until it was quite firm.
The finished cairn was about six to seven feet high. Heavy
leather workmen's gloves were found to be a necessity
for cairn builders.
‘The cairns on the prominent peaks were magnificent;
about seven feet high and still in good condition though
over eighty years old; as little as possible of the outer wall
was disturbed, the loose centre rock fill was removed, the
pole set centrally and then the cairn was re-built. A cross
in a circle cut in rock was the usual old station mark; a
hole was made in the centre of this with a star drill and
either a very short length of half-inch diameter copper
tube or a silver sixpence was set in the hole as National
Mapping’s station mark. Luckily little clearing was required, mostly a few bushes only on these high peaks.’
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Thumbs up for DSW study and implementation
By Jim Holdsworth and Raelene Marshall

I

f history judges us by what we leave behind, not how
long it takes, then the DSWAA can be justly proud of a
recent planning award. The initiative taken around 2005
was to approach the then Melton Shire Council to submit
a grant application to a Heritage Victoria 'Pride of Place'
funding round.
Entitled 'Dry Stone Walls, Our Cultural Heritage - towards
recognition, protection, appreciation and education', the
application emerged from the vision, commitment and
enthusiasm of Melton Shire during the development and
touring aspects of the Federal Government funded A
Stone Upon A Stone exhibition.

The award category, Best Planning Ideas - Large Project,
attracted eight nominations of very diverse types. The
jury, in making the award to the City of Melton, noted in
the Citation:
"The project represents an innovative approach
to protecting and identifying heritage fabric. The
data and collection phase of the project represents the most comprehensive survey of dry stone
walls and other dry stone structures ever undertaken in Australia and possibly in the world. The
project relied on a ground-breaking approach to
the collection of data that included manual and
technological methodologies. Council committed
to undertaking a comprehensive implementation
program including dry stone walling workshops,
publication of guides to aid preservation, public
art/sculpture, a tourism-focused driving tour, interpretive signage, direct assistance to landowners".

The aim of the
project was twofold:
to provide creative
and tangible evidence of a Sense of
Place for current
and newcomers to
the Shire and to
make a significant
contribution
towards the future
planning and protection
of
the
unique dry stone
walls in the area.

Over the years the ongoing professionalism of the Heritage and Planning staff at the City of Melton has never
wavered and It is timely now for this Association to congratulate them for their significant commitment which is
of great benefit to the preservation of the best examples
of dry stone walls in their municipality. The process that
Melton undertook, from initial survey to its on-going
financial and educational support is a model for other
local governments to emulate.

In November 2016 the Melton Dry Stone Walls Study
(reported in Flag Stone#35, January 2016) was the recipient of an award from the Planning Institute of Australia
(Victoria Division).

The Victorian award is now a candidate for a national
award from the Planning Institute of Australia. It will be
interesting to see how this commitment to dry stone
walls by a local Council is received in the national context.
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The rugged landscapes of Portugal's Duoro Valley
By Jim Holdsworth

T

he coastal city of Porto, in northern Portugal, is famous for its sea level climate which is ideal for the
region's port wine to mature before being shipped to
places far away. Weaving its way eastward from Porto
towards Spain is the Duoro River which, in its middle
reaches, is home to the vineyards where the grapes are
grown for port wine.
Typical of so many wine-growing regions, the Duoro valley is rocky and sparse. The steep-sided hills along the
Duoro have been terraced with narrow ledges covered
with venerable vines. Hand picking and manual labour
remain the only practical means of maintaining the vines
and picking the grapes. At the uppermost part of the
navigable river vines were planted in large numbers from
the late eighteenth century; the start of a period that, to
today, is world famous for its own distinctive fortified
wine.
The soil in which the Douro Valley vines are planted is
derived from schist, a slate-like metamorphic rock. Because it is rich in nutrients, schist is beneficial to crops
such as grapes. The natural rectangular and flat shapes
of schist makes it a good stone for the construction of
farm walls and retaining walls on planted slopes.

russet, enlivening the hills and complementing the landscape of stone walls, cottages and farms. While small
stone villages and stone buildings add character to the
area here and there, large scale production and grower
co-operatives are replacing traditional methods.
In the small hilltop village of Castelo Rodrigo
we caught a glimpse of
life when the vines
were tended by people
living in stone cottages
with traditional clay
tile roofs. The dry
stone wallers' skills
seem
rudimentary,
with stones of various
sizes relying on weight
rather than technique
to give the walls their
structural
integrity.
The photo above
shows large rectangular stones and two impressive cantilevered slabs enhancing this upper level door and balcony
Cottages, barns and storage buildings were mostly built
alongside each other, creating streets and alleys whose
paving was also mostly of stone. While partly abandoned, Castelo Rodrigo echoed the days when the land
yielded not only the wherewithal to feed and clothe
oneself, but the stone for terracing the slopes and for
shelter for man, animals and the bounty of the harvest.
The Portuguese city of Porto, its famous Duoro valley and
the interwoven history of port wine are a compelling
combination and make the area well worth a visit. For
stone wall aficionados, the stone walls and old buildings
on the vine-clad slopes of the middle Duoro add another
dimension.

Roadside walls appear to be built with little skill, relying
on the flat schist stones for structural stability
We were told how the fissures in the bedrock allow roots
to delve many metres into the ground to find retained
moisture despite the arid climate that prevails for most of
the summers. These soil conditions produce the small
thick-skinned berries of the traditional Port grape varieties, resulting in wines of great richness and depth.
The warmer climate of this inland region of the middle
part of the Duoro River is not conducive to producing
optimum port, and the river serves the vital role as the
waterway by which new wine is transported downstream
to Porto for blending, storage and maturation.
When we visited, autumn was in full swing and the vine
leaves were turning from green to yellow, golden and

A decaying barn in Castelo Rodrigo is notable for the odd
arrangement of large cut stones and random smaller
ones
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A journey to the Terraced Landscapes in Italy
By Raelene Marshall
The aim was to provide a powerful impetus for international efforts to protect and value terraced landscapes
and offer participants a deep insight into the remarkable
heritage of terraced landscapes in Italy, the surrounding
countries of the Mediterranean basin, central Europe,
China and the few that exist in Australia.
The Alliance has a growing number of associate members. Everyday citizens, farmers, artisans, public and private institutions, associations and researchers who
represent through their personal status the multidisciplinary richnesses linked to terraced landscapes.
Entitled Terraced Landscapes: Choosing the Future the
conference was based on the concept that caring for
terraced landscapes means that their protection can
meet a range of different cultural, environmental, agrarian and historical needs including quality of life, community empowerment and sustainable development. All
participants and presenters who toured were invited to
experiment with ideas and report back at the two and a
half day plenary session held at the Orto Botanico of the
University of Padua. The longer-term goal of the Alliance
was to produce a manifesto that would represent the
shared new visions, strategies and collectively determined actions to facilitate the future protection of terraces and their inhabitants.
Local architects are undertaking restorations in the village of Montecrestese

S

pectacular, functional and fascinating, terraced landscapes are tangible evidence of our human need to
survive. Found all over the world, on steep mountain
slopes or coastal areas, yet despite the multi-disciplinary
techniques and values they represent terraces were
scarcely appreciated until a visionary preservation movement commenced towards the end of the last century.
Some are recognised on the international stage, such as
the Philippines’ terraces of Ifugao, the Yuanyang terraces
in Yunnan China, Indonesian terraces in Bali and the
UNESCO World Heritage listed Cinque Terre (see The Flag
Stone #37) and Costiera Amalfitana of Italy. Others however are abandoned, facing risk of collapse, vandalism,
loss by urbanisation along with their precious intangible
generational narrative histories.
Hosted and organised by the Italian Branch of the International Terraced Landscape Alliance, the ten-day adventure of the Third World Meeting on Terraced Landscapes
conference began at the Università IUAV di Venezia, Aula
Magna Tolentini. Participants and presenters selected
one of the ten thematic workshops, which took place
simultaneously in a wide variety of Italian terraced landscapes over six days.

The wide choice of specifically dedicated ‘themed sites’
across Italy enabled presenters and other participants to
follow their area of special interest. Such as: Ecology and
Biodiversity; Artistic and Cultural Communication; Agronomic and Social Innovation; Quality of Food and Quality
of Life; Rules and Policies; Construction and Maintenance
Techniques of Dry Stone Walls; Landscape and Tourism;
Environmental and Hydrogeological Risk; Heritage and
Historical Rural Landscapes; Water Harvest and Resilience; and Arid Agriculture.
Local architect Alex at
work on the terraces
of his parents’ property in Montecrestese
The Orto Botanico of
the University of Padua, founded in 1545,
the most ancient University Botanical Garden in the world that
still in its original location, was the perfect
setting for the final
plenary session. Academics, architects and professionals
from all walks of life around the world mixed with artists,
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Terraced landscapes (cont.)
participating children and peasants from the near and
remote terraced landscape areas of Italy.
Led by my friend and colleague Donatella Murtas, Construction Techniques and Dry Stone Wall Maintenance
was to be the theme for our exploration in Val D Ossala.
The richness and breadth of experiences we encountered
showed how far her brainchild vision had grown since the
early days of the formation of the International Terraced
Landscape Alliance.
With the expert assistance of a delightful travelling companion student interpreter from the University of Padua,
the four-hour train journey from the Stazione di Venezia
Santa Lucia to Domodossola stazione gave the group of
us from France, Japan, Italy, the Canary Islands and Australia a lovely opportunity to learn about each other’s dry
stone histories and backgrounds.

plex drainage systems, cosmogonic lithological elements
that have been used for vineyards since the late-Roman
Empire.
Fortunately the uniqueness of the Ossolan landscape is
now subject to a lively local movement. Several local
exchange projects exist with other European and international partners and participants are able to acquire competencies and good practices outcomes that are
monitored at local level.
In that amazing landscape full of ancient histories there
were times I had to pinch myself to believe the privileges
our group were experiencing. We ate delicious home
made local food in once beautifully constructed dry stone
houses in now abandoned villages. We helped rebuild the
homestead terraces to assist the young architects who
are dedicated to restoring these houses and bringing the
villages back to life. We meandered past sixteenth century religious murals on interior walls of these abandoned
houses, painted hundreds of years before immigrants
from these nearby areas first settled in Australia.
My paper, Choosing the Future: An Historical and Contemporary Interpretation of the Immigrant Terraced
Landscapes and Dry Stone Structures built by the Swiss
Italians and others in and after the 1800s Gold Rush era
in Victoria, Australia was presented on day one in the
Pretorio Palace in the picturesque village of Vogogna.

Moves are afoot to try to bring the abandoned village of
Verigo back to life
Located quite close to the Swiss border, Val D Ossola is
deep in the Lepontine Alps. Here a small group of dedicated local experts shared their intimate knowledge of the
history of terraces and the area and the many beautiful
but abandoned stone villages. The territory comprises a
magnificent landscape shaped across the centuries by
human activity. Evidenced by thousands of kilometres of
dry stone walls the scarcity of lime and restricting rules
on the use of wood prompted the predominant use of
stones. Indeed until the end of the nineteenth century all
rural infrastructure, both agro-pastoral buildings and
houses were made of stone.
Some constructions are built close to the limit of dry
stone walls’ static capacity. Containment walls beyond six
metres high and towers up to fourteen. Some terraces
from the Neolithic Age include underground rooms, com-

It was unrealistic to compare the far less prolific and
more rudimentary terraces in Walhalla and Daylesford
with the beautifully crafted terraced walls in Europe.
However, despite the disparity in craftsmanship and the
number of Australian terraces, the need to construct
them for survival remains a worldwide denominator worthy of discussion.
So, as in Europe, the survival narrative of the struggles of
our early settlers in the gold rush era drew many questions from an audience hitherto unaware that terraces
even existed in Australia. Both on tour and at the University forums people, especially the Italians, were fascinated by the tyranny of distance, the scarcity of amenities,
the extremely small populations and the creativity of
their Swiss Italians ancestors to survive in such raw uncultivated landscapes.

The Flag Stone should be a lively publication. To this
end we welcome contributions from members other
than the DSWAA committee - i.e. ‘the usual suspects’. We know from feedback that readers are
very interested in the experiences and perspectives
that other members have to offer.
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Siracusa to Palazzolo Acredie in a 1937 Fiat 1500
Viotti convertible By Allan Willingam

I

n June 2016, I spent time travelling through the Sicilian countryside. One trip, from Siracusa to Palazzolo Acredie in
a 1937 Fiat 1500 Viotti convertible, included a visit to Azienda Agricola Di Stefano at Mandredonne. The villa is built
of rubble limestone and the fences on this extensive property are largely dry stone walls of great age (400 years) to
relatively recent construction. Herewith a little photo essay: car, villa and dry stone walls at the Di Stefano farm.
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Editorial self-indulgence

By Bruce Munday

L

ast month we sold the family farm – home for 42 years
where we raised three kids, many cattle and much
stone.
In the early years I probably saw the field stone as a
burden – something taking up good grazing land and
occasionally ‘iceberging’ the ute. With time I came to
appreciate that in 1892 our house had been built from
that stone, back in the days when you built with what you
had. Over the years we followed that principle, adding a
verandah, lots of paving, several retaining walls and of
course a few free-standers.
What an asset those
stones have been. I recently stumbled across
what was probably the
first dry stone wall I ever built: a little fortress
to protect a River Redgum sapling from livestock.
That was
probably about 1976;
clearly that small sapling appreciated the
gesture,
primitive
though it was.

Down by the creek is an old stone plunge dip for sheep.
Of course the pit is mortared and plastered, but the
surrounds are dry stone with a bit of mortar around the
capping stones. I have often eyed-off these stones, thinking they could be put to better use. Now that I am leaving
I am glad I left them where they belong.

Goodness knows how many sheep unwillingly plunged in
the far end, swam a lap, then scrambled out through this
opening . I shudder to think how much poison drained
into the creek.
When Kristin and I trundle down the driveway for the
final time, this will be the last thing we see.
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Bringing The Barns back to life

T

by Bruce Munday

he SA spring 2016 dry stone walling workshop was held at Morialta Barns, Norton Summit, in the Adelaide Hills.

Listed on the State Heritage Register, the Barns were built by John Baker, politician, grazier and horse breeder in the
1840s. They consist of a complex of stone buildings including two and three storey barns, a well house, bake house,
coach house, dairy, stables, with a stone wall around the barns. Steve and Fiona Butcher bought the dilapidated barns
in 2014 from Adelaide Hills Council, their intention being to restore and convert them to a Bed & Breakfast with
accommodation for family as well as three cottages accommodating up to a total of eight guests.
Steve had attended a DSWAA workshop at Rosebank in 2014 and suggested the Barns as a possible future venue.
Against this historic and picturesque backdrop, the workshop built two wing walls at the entrance to the driveway
using stone from Carey Gully quarry. These walls will be extended at a future workshop.

When next in Vermont …

V

ermont is arguably the home of dry stone walls in
the USA (although that mantle might soon pass to
the Mexican border).

They have an extensive program of activities including
workshops held indoors on account of the long and
rather bitter winter in that part of the world.

The Stone Trust is a non-profit organisation dedicated to
preserving dry stone walls and promoting use of correct

Their website is well worth a look - it has several interesting videos of workshops.

structural standards for their construction and restoration.
The Stone Trust runs an extensive education program, including certification of wallers based on world-wide industry

standards developed by the Dry Stone Walling Association (DSWA) of Great Britain.
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A Stone Upon a Stone Exhibition (Baw Baw Shire)
By Raelene Marshall, DSWAA committee

Dry stone walls shaping Australia’s cultural landscape

T

his article follows companion pieces in issues 34-37
of The Flag Stone featuring the Corangamite, Melton,
Glenelg and Ballarat Shire Panels.
In May 1999 and in October 2000 the Australian Government supported a Touring Exhibition designed to capture, promote and affect an awareness of the history and
cultural significance of some of Australia's dry stone
walls. Produced and curated by Raelene Marshall, the
research and development involved twelve Local Government areas in Victoria and New South Wales.
The Flag Stone will continue to feature these local areas
in subsequent issues. A view of the Exhibition can be
found at http://www.astoneuponastone.com/exhib.html

Baw Baw Shire Panel

L

ocated within the Baw Baw
Shire in west Gippsland,
Walhalla is noted as one of
Victoria’s richest gold mining
towns which in its hey day had
a population of almost 3500.
Initially known as Stringers
Creek the area developed
with the discovery of gold in
1862 by Edward Stringer, William McGregor and William
Griffiths. Soon afterwards the
area was settled by Italian
woodcutters, Irish, Cornish,
Chinese and European migrants.

Walhalla is situated in a steep
sided, heavily timbered valley
at the foot of the Baw Baw Ranges. Geologically the main
strata rocks of the Walhalla area are of the Silurian-Lower
Devonian period. In Upper Devonian times intrusions
occurred in this strata giving rise to quartz reefs including
the famous Cohen’s Reef.
As mines were established on Cohen’s Reef, the population of Walhalla grew and people moved out and established homes further up the sides of the valley. Forced by
circumstance and isolation to use what was at hand, they
built dry stone retaining walls to create flat terraces on
which to build and also constructed dry stone chimneys
and house walls. To retract the stone they blasted the
hillsides with gelignite. As many migrants came from
similar terrains where the craft had already developed,

they were simply reverting to an already familiar and
practical skill.
The Walhalla area is noted for its variety of European
style stone walls, which were built by the early settlers to
support the roads and waterways. Of significance are
lengths of the Tramline on the west side of the valley, and
retaining walls along Stringers Creek. Remnants of terracing and chimneys still exist on the surrounding hillsides.
Initially Walhalla country was a tribal area of the Braiakalung clan, part of the Kurnai group. In 1862 Gold was
discovered and by 1863 the town known as Stringers
Creek had arisen.
Italian woodcutters, Irish and Cornish miners, Chinese
who became food producers in the area, and a small
group of European migrants predominantly settled the
area. Most were employed by quartz crushing mines such
as the Walhalla, Long Tunnel and Long Tunnel Extended.
The extremely challenging terrain necessitated its early
immigrants to utilise their stone working skills to create
terraces, chimneys and house walls. Land became obtainable through a miners right that entitled them to settle
on Crown Land without purchase.
The closure of the major mines in the area from 1912
onwards saw the rapid decline of the town, and by 1915
local businesses were selling out. Today Walhalla has a
population of 24. A four star hotel has been built and the
town now caters for the tourist market, and local historians protect the dry stone walls and heritage of the area.
“Bottle collectors are destroying the walls now, knocking
out stones to search for glass and bottles.” John Aldersea,
Local historian 2000.
1862: Gold discovered; town known as Stringers Creek.
1864: First road into area, Campbell’s Track links to Sale.
1864: Walhalla Gold Mining Company formed.
1866: Stringers Creek informally known as ‘Walhalla’.
1867: First official survey of town.
1869: Officially named ‘Walhalla’ in Government Gazette.
1872: Walhalla declared a Borough.
1878: Narracan created a Shire.
1881: Warragul created a Shire.
1885: Shire of Wallhalla proclaimed.
1888: Fire destroys much of Walhalla.
1891: Flood disaster destroys large part of the town.
1910: Walhalla’s ‘Red Letter Day’ – first train from Moe.
1912: Long Tunnel Extended Mine closes and is auctioned.
1915: Chronicle closes, announcing Walhalla to have it’s
Court of Law system revoked.
1915: Town businesses begin to sell out.
1951: Star Hotel, Oddfellows Hall and Shire Hall burn down.
1994: Baw Baw proclaimed a Shire.
2002: Walhalla now has population of 24.
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JWhen stone ruled

ust what is it about stones? Why do we collect, dig, carve
and play with them, wear them, study, admire and build

D

SWAA member Andrew Kilsby drew our attention to
an article in the Age, 1 October 1857, page 3. The full
text is available on Trove.
FACTS FOR FARMERS
FARM MANAGEMENT.
The following, from the Victorian Agricultural Gazette, will
be read with interest : —
The first matter for the consideration of the proprietor of
land is the cheapest and best method of enclosing it.
Of all known methods of enclosing farms, we immeasurably prefer stone walls, for the following reasons; they
afford a large degree of shelter to the land itself, as well as
to the cattle; they check at once the ravages of our bush
fires; they present a serious obstacle to cattle or horses
disposed to commit depredations on growing crops, not
only from the difficulty of getting over or through them,
but also from their obstructing the sight of the hungry
prowlers outside; and they present an effectual barrier to
the incursions of pigs, sheep, goats and dogs. Besides this,
they are imperishable, and if by any accident a portion is
thrown down, the material remains on the spot to be
rebuilt; and lastly, if properly erected they present no
facilities for cattle to gratify their desire to rub and scratch
themselves at certain periods, and so escape those injuries
so common to wooden and wire fences from this cause.
On those lands where stone alone is found, if it be in
sufficient quantity to form the enclosure, a great effort
should be made to use it, as two great ends will be gained
by one operation — an enduring fence will be erected, and
the land will be cleared of impediments to its working.

M

ore recent news

The Prime Minister, Malcom Turnbull was at Lake Condah
on Friday 19 January 2017 to announce that the Commonwealth government has added the Budj Bim Cultural Landscape to Australia’s World Heritage Tentative List. There is
no 12 months to prepare a comprehensive World Heritage
nomination which needs to be submitted to the World
Heritage Committee no later than 1 February 2018.
Once the nomination is received by the World Heritage
Committee it will be assessed by both the International
Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) who
will make a recommendation to the Committee. This
process will take nearly 12 months and the World Heritage
Committee will meet in July 2019 to accept or reject the
nomination of the Budj Bim Cultural Landscape on the
World Heritage List

Who’s Who in DSWAA
President: Jim Holdsworth 0417 648 218
jim@planningcollaborative.com.au
Vice-President: Allan Willingham
alberti@ozemail.com.au
Secretary: Andrew Miller 0408 139 553
enquiries@dswaa.org.au aksdmiller@bigpond.com
Accountant: Brad Purvis brad.purvis@ddvic.com.au
Membership: Sue Jones membership@dswaa.org.au
The Flag Stone Editor: Bruce Munday
0417 895 249 bruce.m42@bigpond.com
Committee Members:
Raelene Marshall raelenemar@optusnet.com.au
Stuart Read
stuart1962@bigpond.com
Geoff Thomas
Geoff.Thomas@murcotts.edu.au

Membership
Annual membership fee
Corporate
$80
Professional $50
Single
$30 ($80 for 3 years)
Family
$50 ($130 for 3 years)
Payment
Cheque: DSWAA Inc. and posted to DSWAA Membership, 33A Rothwell Road Little River VIC 3211; or
Bank Deposit at any branch of the ANZ Bank or EFT:
BSB 013 373, Ac. no. 4997 47356
*Clearly indicate membership identity of payer*
New members
Please complete the online membership form on our
website: dswaa.org.au
Alternatively email or post name, address, phone
number/s, and area of interest (eg waller, farmer,
heritage, etc) to the membership secretary (above).
Renewals
Annual fees are due May 31 after the first full year of
membership. We send renewal notices prior to this.
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